
Responsibilities of Team Player

Your Team Play Captain will assign players to teams for a given match. Once you are
confirmed for an EBTP Match date, in the event of any change to your schedule, immediately
notify your Team Play Captain so an alternate player may be assigned.

On the day of the match
● Players must arrive at the Host Club at least thirty minutes prior to starting time.
● Delays in arrival and failure to appear are governed by the EBTP Conditions of

Competition (refer to that document for complete information on penalties).
● Each player must have their bag tagged with the name of her club and A, B or C team.
● Each player will follow their Club’s uniform requirements.
● After verification by the Host Club, your Team Play Captain will receive the day’s

scorecards for your Club’s three teams, the opposing team’s Line-Up Sheet, and share
any additional information with your team’s players.

● Be in cart by 8:10-8:15am to hear Pro Shop announcements
● Set your cell phone to silent mode.
● Mark your ball for easy identification.

Scorecards (see sample below)
● The scorecard will either be prepared by the Host Club’s Pro Shop or, if not prepared,

then each team player will work with their Team Play Captain to “pop” the card.
● If the club has provided popped scorecards, players must verify the accuracy of their

pops/ handicap on each card. (see below: Blank Scorecard - Popped)
● Time to finish each hole is printed on the scorecards.

Handicaps
● Players will check the handicaps on their own Line-Up Sheet and their opponent’s

Line-Up Sheet against the scorecards. Players with the lowest handicap in the foursome
will play from “scratch” and all other players will receive one “pop” for each handicap
stroke difference.
For example, if the lowest handicap player is playing to a 16 and the other players have
18, 19 and 20 handicaps, the 18 player gets 2 “pops”, 19 player gets 3 ”pops” and 20
player gets 4 “pops”. The “pops” are taken on the lowest handicap holes on the course.
The 18 player will get a “pop” on handicap hole 1 and a “pop” on handicap hole 2.

Designated Timer
Before play starts, a player in each foursome will set a timer/alarm at 4 hours and 45 minutes

Honors on the Tee Box
● On the 1st hole: a player throws a tee and whoever the tee points to designates the first

team to tee off.
● After the 1st hole: the team with the lowest Gross score on the previous hole.

Scoring and Points System (see below: Completed Scorecard)
Players will record their Gross score plus each team’s Gross and Net points, per hole, on the
scorecards and return them to their Captain at the end of the match. The scorecard must
include points for each team and their opponents plus total Gross score per player.

● Points per hole:Win = 1 point; Tie = ½ point; Loss = 0 points.
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● For a tied hole, record either “½” or “--” (dash) on the scorecard.
● After 9 holes or sooner, compare points per hole with your opponent, to ensure accuracy.
● After the match, teams must ensure that total Gross Points and Net Points add to 18.
● Both scorecards must be verified, hole by hole, by all members of the team, and signed

before returning it to their respective Captains. NOTE: In the event of a rules dispute,
players should not sign their scorecards after the match. Refer to Rules Dispute below.

● For holes not played, player will record “par + pops”. (see EBTP Rules & Concerns/
Handicapping, Rule 3.2)

Rules Dispute
In the event of a rules dispute, players may use their phone/ mobile device to check the USGA
website or app for the correct ruling. If unresolved after the match, report to your Team Play
Captain and refer to Rule 20.1b in the EBTP Rules & Concern section.

Posting Scores Team Play Captain will post your final score as Away (A) Score.

Pace of Play, Conditions of Competition and Rules
● Players must abide by the rules governing pace of play and general rules as listed in the

EBTP Conditions of Competition and Rules and Concerns (refer to these documents for
complete information on penalties).

MATCH TIMING: DO NOT start a new hole after 4 hours and 45 minutes of play.
● For all Teams with an 8:30 start: At 1:15pm you are playing your final hole.
● For Teams with an 8:45 start (These are teams starting second on a shared teebox,

aka “B-Starters”): At 1:30pm you are playing your final hole.
For all remaining unplayed holes, split the points. Exceptions: For on-course emergencies or for
special circumstances when a different stop time is announced before the match begins.

UNDUE DELAY & SLOW PLAY - Keep up with the group in front of you. Time to finish each
hole is printed on the scorecards. Slow playing groups will be given one warning by the Marshal.
At the second offense, they will be asked by the Marshal to pick up, split the points on the hole,
immediately move to the next hole, and get in the correct position as stated on the scorecard.

Charge to Player Account Team members will be charged the player fee by their own club.
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See next page for a sample Blank Popped Scorecard and Completed Scorecard
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Blank Scorecard - Popped

Completed Scorecard


